
Unruly In-Feed Native Video 
Ad Format Available Now on UnrulyX

Say hello to UnrulyX and Unruly In-Feed! 

Unruly has created a unique Video SSP 
platform, UnrulyX, that houses exclusive In-
Feed native placements, which are currently 
available on hundreds of premium publisher 
sites. With viewability on the forefront of 
buyer’s minds, In-Feed placements only begin 
to play once in-view, making the inventory 
close to 100% viewable!

Programmatic Native Platform
By building UnrulyX from the ground up to 
the OpenRTB standards, DSPs and buying 
platforms can seamlessly integrate to access 
native video inventory at scale.
 
Buying occurs on a CPM basis for programmatic 
buyers, and you can apply all your audience 
targeting parameters through your chosen 
DSP partner onto UnrulyX inventory. Currently 
supported on desktop only placements.
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Click here for In-Feed demo video
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Truly Native Experience! 
Unruly’s In-Feed product utilizes proprietary Liquid Layout technology 
which provides infinitely flexible native ads that seamlessly adapt to the 
surrounding page  in real-time. Unruly dynamically injects sponsored ads 
into the content stream of a website in a style that matches the site’s 
native layout, providing a truly native experience for users and scaled 
native video distribution for brands on the Open Web.

Unruly’s proprietary ViewPlay technology enables the In-Feed player to 
start silently playing in newsfeeds as soon as the video comes into view.  
When tapped, the video expands to full screen and audio is initiated.

Exclusive Inventory On Premium Sites
Because our In-Feed unit injects a unique inventory space on publisher’s 
websites, the inventory and associated format is exclusive to Unruly.  
Get access today to nearly a half a billion monthly impressions on 
premium websites through UnrulyX.

Viewability Verification
We have integrated with MRC-accredited Moat to verify the viewability 
of UnrulyX inventory.

Peace of Mind For Your Brand 
The format is fully integrated with Unruly Activate’s brand safety and 
anti-fraud systems. It supports pixel-based tracking from all major 3rd 
party tracking systems, such as Adtech, Atlas, Doubleclick, Flashtalking, 
Innovid and MediaMind.  Unruly is a member of the Digital Advertising 
Alliance (DAA) and adheres to the DAA’s Self-Regulatory Principles for 
Online Behavioral Advertising.

Additional Capabilities
When working through a managed service, placements are also available 
on premium mobile sites.

Global Reach- UnrulyX reaches global audiences for you!  We are active 
across North America, EMEA, and APAC so you can be rest assured your 
global video campaigns will reach the right viewers around the world.

Any Video Length -There’s no restriction on video length - the In-Feed 
video loops at 15 seconds for mobile devices and loops the whole video 
on desktop experiences. The expanded video can be any length you 
choose for both desktop and mobile. 

Use UnrulyX As Your Programmatic Inventory Source On Your Next 
Campaign!
Join many brands like GSK, Coke, Adidas, and others, who have 
purchased In-Feed inventory, and ask for access to UnrulyX from your 
DSP partner today.

Checkout a demo of the unit at 
www.unruly.co/products/#unruly-in-feed
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